locate
defines parameters for entry and exit points, as well as parking and loading/unloading

shield or suppress
installation of a protective material, construction, planting or system that inhibits or deflects the diffusion of airborne vectors, pollutants, debris, and/or sound.

buffer
placement of equipment or activities from sensitive receptors to lessen noise or air quality impacts

perimeter
placement of equipment or activities from sensitive receptors to lessen noise or air quality impacts

cover
application of a protective material or structure other than a building to reduce dispersal by gravity, water runoff, and wind

intercept
positioning a material or system that prevents materials from falling or spilling during transmission, loading processes, or migrating off-site

enclose
structure consisting of four walls and roof

inform
universally accessible signage that may reduce exposure to risks or impacts by notifying employees and visitors of hazards, site limits, emergency equipment, and relevant operating procedures

pave/grade
treatment of the ground’s surface to minimize tracking of dirt and dust from the site, channel storm/waste water on the site, and form a more protective barrier protecting the soil and ground water contamination from leachate.

elevate
raise operations or materials by increasing the base land elevation or mounting

stabilize/reinforce
soil confinement structures, retention systems or vegetative frameworks that mitigate and guard against erosion or sediment deposition

conveyance/flow
infrastructure that moves or controls the movement of water such as gutters, trenching, swales and hydraulic fixtures

infiltrate/discharge
systems and technologies designed to capture, detain/retain, filter, stratify liquids, and/or control the outflow or release of water from the facility site